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An automated moving belt is used for transferring objects needed to be filled like tanks, cups, jars

...etc. The belt is moved by a stepper motor connected to the belt shaft. The stepper motor rotates

with a certain speed with a certain steps which can be counted for the required length. The stepper

motor is connected with an electronic board which supplies the motor with the required voltage

and current needed for rotation. The electronic board is connected with a programmable device

called PLC [Programmable logic controller] that gives the board a pulse train needed for the

electronic board. An inductive sensor is used to sense the transferring objects. The sensor gives a
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electronic board. An inductive sensor is used to sense the transferring objects. The sensor gives a

signal input to the PLC. Sensing the object the belt starts to move with a certain length to the

needed position under a solenoid valve "presented as a led" connected with a tank filled with

required liquid. The solenoid valve has a signal given to it from PLC to open. Then the object starts

to be filled with required liquid. A pump "presented as a led" is used to fill that tank each time

with liquid. That pump has a signal to run from the PLC too.

The layout legend:

Position (A): The start of the object needed to be filled. The 

sensor gives a signal to the PLC to rotate the motor when 

sensing the object.

Position (B): is the where the motor stops under the solenoid 

valve for a certain time required for filling the object then 

the motor rotates once again to reach to Position (C).



Adding a pump:

In our project we placed a lid of instead of the pump to 

that the signal is coming out, so any future upgrade for 

the project may take in consideration installing a pump.

A Stepping Motor System consists of three basic elements, often combined with 

some type of user interface (Host Computer, PLC or Dumb Terminal): 

The Indexer (or Controller) is a microprocessor capable of generating step pulses and 

direction signals for the driver. In addition, the indexer is typically required to perform many 

other sophisticated command functions. "In the case of this project it is a PLC controlling 

unit".The Driver converts the indexer command signals into the power necessary to energize 

the motor windings. There are numerous types of drivers, with different current/amperage 

ratings and construction technology. Not all drivers are suitable to run all motors, so when 

designing a Motion Control System the driver selection process is critical. "In our case it’s 

the electronic board"The Step Motor is an electromagnetic device that converts digital pulses 

into mechanical shaft rotation. Advantages of step motors are low cost, high reliability, high 

torque at low speeds and a simple, rugged construction that operates in almost any torque at low speeds and a simple, rugged construction that operates in almost any 

environment. The main disadvantages in using a step motor is the resonance effect often 

exhibited at low speeds and decreasing torque with increasing speed. 






